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whole, is the consequence of subsidence rather than of

upheaval.

Grasping, then, this conception of the real character of

the movements to which the earth owes its present surface

coil gUratiOfl, we are furnished with fresh light for exploring

the ancient history and growth of the solid land. The

great continental ridges seem to lie nearly on the site of

the earliest lines of relief from the strain of contraction.

They were forced up between the subsiding oceanic basins

at a very early period of geological history. In each suc

ceeding epoch of movement they were naturally used over

again, and received an additional push upward. Hence

we see the meaning of the evidence supplied by the sedi

mentary rocks as to shallow seas and proximity of land.

These rocks could not have been otherwise produced.

They were derived from the waste of the land, and were

deposited near the land. For it must be borne in mind

that every mass of land as soon as it appeared above water

was at once attacked by the ceaseless erosion of moving

water and atmospheric influences, and immediately began

to furnish materials for the construction of future lands to

be afterwards raised out of the sea.

Each great period of contraction elevated anew the

much-worn land, and at the same tune brought the con

solidated marine sediments above water as parts of a new

terrestrial surface. Again a long interval would ensue,

marked perhaps by a slow subsidence both of the land and

sea-bottom. Meanwhile the surface of the land was chan

nelled and lowered, and its detritus was spread over the

sea-floor, until another era of disturbance raised it once

more with a portion of the surrounding ocean-bed. These

successive upward and downward movements explain why

the sedimentary formations do not occur as a continuous
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